FABIO CANOVA

WereFinancialCrisesPredictable?
THISPAPEREMPIRICALLY
INVESTIGATES
the natureof financial crises in the United States in the pre-WorldWarI era in an attemptto shed light
on their inforrnationalcharacteristicsand on theirgeneratingmechanisms. In particular, the paperaddressesthe questions of (1) whetherthere are variablesthat reveal
conditions conducive to crises, (2) whetherfinancialcrises were forecastableon the
basis of the informationset availableto agents, and (3) whetherthey were alike, in
the sense that a set of statisticalrelationshipswas common to all episodes.
There are several reasons to addressthese questions at an empirical level. First,
early literatureon the subject has suggested that movements in interest rates, in
stock returnsand in changes in the deposit to currencyratio are key factorsin understandingthe occurrenceof crises (see, for example, Friedmanand Schwartz 1963,
Kindleberger1978, and Minsky 1977). However, surprisinglylittle statisticalwork
has been expended to documentthe significanceof these variablesin revealing the
conditions conducive to crises. Two exceptions are Bordo (1985) and Gorton
(1989). Second, although before 1914, banking panics occurred almost simultaneously with financial crises and stock marketcrashes, the currentliteratureon
bankingpanics (see, for example, Diamondand Dybvig 1983, Jacklin1987, Waldo
1985, Chari and Jagannathan1988, and Williamson 1989) has failed to spell out
their implications for financial markets. An empirical analysis of the generation
mechanismof financialcrises may shed some light on these links and on the causal
relationshipbetween banking panics and financial crises [see Wilson, Sylla, and
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Jones (1990) for an attemptin this direction]. Third, althoughcrises have been described as "unsettlingbut not especially surprising,they were expected to happen
every so often; the real question was when" (Wilson, Sylla, and Jones 1990), the
question of the predictabilityof financial crises has never been explicitly investigated. One reason for the lack of empirical work in this area is that in most recent
theories panics are generated through sequential liquidity constraints and selffulfilling expectations. Thereforethey offer little guidance on the choice of leading
indicatorsfor crises and impose very weak restrictionson the joint behaviorof macroeconomic and financialvariablesboth before and duringcrisis periods.
The questions of the significanceof certainvariablesin revealingconditionsconducive to crises and of the predictabilityof financial crises are importantbecause
past experience may help us understandthe 1987 stock marketcrash and the recent
savings-and-loanscrisis and indicate whether agents could have avoided wealth
losses using selected variablesand simple forecastingrules.
Since the earlier literatureon financialcrises pointed out their tendency to occur
in seasons when the money marketwas tight (see, for example, Jevons 1884, Palgrave Inglis 1910, Sprague 1910) or at the peak of the business cycle (see, for example, Mitchell 1913, Fisher 1933, or Minsky 1977), one forecastingdevice is a model
including simple seasonal or cyclical indicators.This model can also provideformal
evidence on the long-standing, but never formally tested belief that financialcrises
had a recurrentand/or quasi-periodicnature(see, for example, Miron 1986).
In additionto models including seasonal and cyclical indicatorsthe paper examines the performanceof several other theory-basedforecastingspecifications. Contraryto existing work in the area(see, for example, Calomirisand Gorton 1991), the
paperuses out-of-samplecriteriato comparethe forecastingability of variousspecifications and to judge the relevance of results. The conclusions of the paper are as
follows: there are variables that are significant in explaining the economic conditions conducive to crises (the money supply, the volume of excess cash reserves of
New York banks, stock returns, and the volatilities of stock returnsand of the domestic interest rate spread). In addition, I find that the probabilityof crises is explainedby seasonal indicatorsbut thatbusiness cycle events have little effects on the
probabilityof crises. Despite these in-sample findings, the out-of-sampleforecasting ability of all the models examined is poor. The only exception is a model that
uses volatility measuresof financialaggregatesas independentvariableswhich predicts the occurrenceof two crises (1884 and 1901) with 50 percentor more probability. Finally, since different crises had different degrees of predictability,the
results also suggest that crises were not all statisticallyalike and that their generation mechanismsdiffered.
The paperis organized-infive sections. The next section presentsa brief historical
account of the events, the hypotheses concerningthe triggermechanismsfor crises
and a list of variablesthat theories have suggested as leading indicatorsfor financial
crises. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3 presentsthe definitionof a crisis and
discusses alternativedefinitions existing in the literature.Section 4 introducesthe
econometric techniques and discusses the results. Conc.lusionsappearin section 5.
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1. SOME HISTORICALEVIDENCEAND THE HYPOTHESES

During the National Banking Era several financialcrises occurredin the United
States. All episodes were characterizedby skyrocketinginterestrates, a precipitous
decline in asset prices, increasedbankruptcyand insolvency rates, substantialdrops
in the total stock of money in circulation,and a breakdownof the allocationmechanism of financialcapital.
Several hypotheses have been advanced to explain this recurrentpattern of
events. The most popularexplanationin the earliest literaturefocused on the seasonal cycle in agriculturein conjunction with the pyramidalstructureof bank reserves duringthe NationalBankingera andthe absenceof a lenderof last resort(and
the consequent inelastic supply of currency in the short run) (see, for example,
Kemmerer1910, Andrew 1907). The chain leading to a crisis was typically thought
to startwhen some event caused agents to demandliquidityin excess of theirnormal
cash flow. As depositors pressuredilliquid local banks, these rural intermediaries
withdrewreserve funds from city banks and New Yorkreserve banks, who in turn
called in outstandingloans, liquidatedmarketableassets or borrowedfrom abroad.
Stock marketbrokers, whose loans were called in, sold their collateralizedsecurities in the market,usually for a loss, or attemptedto obtaincash from domestic and
foreign sources. These effects combined to generate situations of acute financial
stringencyin the money marketwhich, every so often, degeneratedinto crises.
The economy was thoughtto be more prone to crises at planting and harvesting
times when the money marketwas seasonally stringent.Since the supply of currency was inelastic in the short run, unusually strong seasonal pressurein the money
market made stock market crashes and bank runs more likely to happen. Chari
(1989) attemptsto provide a link between this "seasonal"approachand moderntheory of bankingpanics a la Diamond and Dybvig by identifyingexceptional seasonal
demandfor currencyas the mechanismtriggeringself-fulfilling bankruns. This explanationof the historicalfacts also predictedthatthe recurrentpatternwould disappear if liquidity shortageswere eliminated. Many authorshave creditedthe Fed with
alleviating the probabilityof crises by inducing seasonal elasticity in monetaryaggregates [Miron (1986) and Barro (1989) are the most recent examples; see Clark
(1986) for an opposite view].
Sprague (1910) and Dewald (1972) accept the chain of events previously described but point to the unwillingness of New Yorkbanks to performCentralBank
functions as the primarycatalyst for crises. Using approximaterules of thumb, New
York banks often stopped paying out cash whenever their reserves fells below 25
percentof their liabilities. This fraction, which was set as an approximatetargetby
the Clearing House Association, was well above any EuropeanCentralBank standard and was viewed by banks aild the public as an irreducibleminimum, not a
resourceto be used for emergencies (see Sprague, p. 135). It was this conservative
attitudeof New Yorkbanks, ratherthanan unexpectedlyhigh demandof funds from
farmingregions, thatwas thoughtto be primarilyresponsiblefor precipitatingsituations of monetarystringenciesinto crises and runs.
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Jevons (1884, p. 8) presents a relatedbut independentargument.He claims that
unexpected events occurring in conjunctionwith a predictableseasonal patternin
financialvariablesstrainedthe system to such an extent thatpublic confidencein the
banking system waned. This argumentseems particularlywell suited to explain the
Europeanand Canadianexperienceswherethe presenceof a CentralBankproviding
a seasonally elastic supply of currencywas not sufficientto preventthe explosion of
financialcrises. Canova (1991) shows that Jevons' hypothesis also has some merit
in accounting for crises in the United States. I find that unexpectedchanges in the
world arenaoften produceda disruptionof the regular(seasonal) flow of specie and
credits to the United States from Europe and that these disruptionspreceded by a
few months and were statisticallypriorto the explosion of many crises. I interpret
the decreasedoccurrenceof financialcrises in the post-1914 era as the result of the
Fed standing ready to provide liquidity to the system at times when international
marketsfailed to do so.
Several other authors (see, for example, Juglar and Thom 1915, Morgenstern
1959, and Bordo 1985) also noted the tendency of financialcrises to have an internationaldimension with many crises in the United Statesprecededby very stringent
money marketconditions or crises in Europe. In addition, Sprague, Friedmanand
Schwartz, and Lauck (1907) have pointedout thatforeign sales of Americansecurities and increases in the discount rate chargedby the Bank of Englandboth played
crucial roles in inducing abnormalgold outflows immediately prior to the 1890,
1893, 1907, and 1914 crises. Althougheach crisis had its country-specificfeatures,
internationalinterestrateparityfailed to hold in the monthsprecedingthe explosion
of a crisis in the United States.
A second theory,developed in the works of Mitchell (1913), Fisher (1933), Minsky (1977), and Kindleberger(1978), views financial crises as endogenous to the
economic process and sees them appearingat the peak of the expansionphase of the
business cycle. According to this theory,the financialenvironmentbecomes fragile
towardthe end of a business cycle expansionbecause firmshave difficultiesmeeting
their debt paymentcommitmentas a result of a decline in business profits(see Mitchell 1913, pp. 39-48); firms rely on debt to finance capital investments and on
speculative schemes to increase expected profits;and there exist excessively optimistic expectations about the future of the economy (see, for example, Minsky
1977, pp. 139-46).
The firms'increaseddemandfor funds to meet paymentson debts is typically met
by an increase in the outstandingamount of commercial loans. A crisis explodes
when the deteriorationof the financial position of several firms and their reduced
outlook for futureprofitabilitycause creditorsto reevaluatethe amountof credit to
be issued, to refuse to extend additionalcredit and, in the extreme, to actively seek
the liquidationof existing outstandingloans. The inabilityof firmsto refinancedebt
forces them to liquidate assets and induces a multiplicativecontractionin business
profits. When this distress selling is widespread, asset markets crash and bankruptciesensue.
Early proponentsof this theory all indicate the presence of a psychological ele-
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ment associated with financialcrises (a suddenpanic developing from the scramble
for liquidity) but they do not agree on its timing. For example, Mitchell sees a panic
arising when the process of liquidationof outstandingcredit reaches weak links of
the system and the bankruptcyof large enterprises spreads unreasonablealarm.
Minsky sees a panic appearingafter asset prices have sharplydropped.Othersidentify the scramblewith the intense demandfor money to meet paymentsarisingfrom
an abruptcessation of credit. All authors,however, seem to concur that the abnormal decrease in bank deposits associated with a run follows the appearanceof a
crisis ratherthan precedes it.
The process of learning about a shift in the underlyingdistributionof possible
outcomes repeatedlyappearedin early writings (see New YorkPress (1857, p. 1),
and Thom and Thom (1915, p. 2)), and is at the heartof the explanationof crises
provided in Meltzer (1982) and by the modern asymmetricinformationtheory of
panics (see, for example, Calomiris and Gorton 1991). The basic idea of the latter
(see, for example, Chari and Jagannathan1988 or Gorton 1989) is that in an environmentwith asymmetricinformation,a particularclass of agents (bankdepositors
or banks themselves) may receive informationleading them to reassess the risk of
their investmentswithout knowing which particulareconomic unit is most likely to
be affectedby the news. A phase of creditcrunchby banks serves the positive effect
of their monitoringfirm managersto sort out who is insolvent and who is not. Similarly, a bankingpanic serves to monitorbankperformancewhen banksare involved
in the productionof nonmarketableassets which are difficultto value. In both cases,
the rationalrevision of beliefs occurs after new informationaccruesto agents in the
economy. However, since only negative shocks are likely to startthis revision process, implicit in this hypothesisis the idea that agents react asymmetricallyover the
business cycle making credit crunches(or bank panics) more likely to occur around
the end of an expansion or the beginning of a contraction.
The thirdtheory presentedby Friedmanand Schwartz(1963, p. 311) and Cagan
(1960, p. 226) emphasizesthe role of contractionsin the money stock in triggeringa
forced liquidationof assets by commercialbanks. They claim thatrunson banksand
the inabilityto expand the stock of money sufficientlyto compensatefor the drop in
bank reserves greatly intensified contractionsand set off crises. The nonbanking
public's switch from deposits to currency was thought to be the result of either a
prior contractionin the money stock or of a change in the public's confidence in
banks' ability to convert deposits into currency.l The forced liquidationsof banks'
assets produced severe drops in asset prices, raised interest rates, and threatened
banks' solvency. When this process was accompaniedby the failure of prominent
financial institutions or railroads, confidence plunged even furthertransforminga
stringency into a crisis. Since the volume of deposits converted into currencyand
the demand for liquidity was large especially at planting and harvestingtimes and
when (negative) shocks changed the perceptionof the riskiness of bank deposits,
this theory also implies that financial crises were more likely to occur during the
1. Although it is never explicit in the work of Friedmanand Schwartz, Calomirisand Gorton(1991)
suggest that real shocks may be the cause of the erosion of public's trustin the bankingsystem.
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agriculturalcycle and duringbusiness cycle contractions.However, contraryto the
previous two explanations, this theory attributesa special causal role to banking
panics in the generationof financialcrises.
Finally, a recenthypothesisproposedby Wilson, Sylla, and Jones ( 1990) and partially examinedby Schwert (1989) suggests a connectionbetween stock marketvolatility and crises where stock marketcrashesprecedeand inducebankingpanics and
recessions. Their line of argumentis thatbecause of a bubble, volatility in the stock
marketis higher than normaland the demandfor creditto finance stock speculation
soars, pushing short-terminterestrates up. Stock speculationis unrelatedto fundamentals and builds its momentumin the steady rise of stock prices. When the bubble burstsor runs against other constraintsand when the insolvency of those banks
that financethe speculationbecomes publicly known, the call rate skyrockets, security prices tumble and banks are run. Thus, it is the breakdownof the allocation
mechanism of financial capital that causes contractionsin business activities and
leads to a recession.
Each of the four theories presentedhas implicationsfor the timing of the occurrence of a crisis. Accordingto the seasonal-basedtheoryof crises, the probabilityof
a crisis was high either (i) when the numberof bank clearings was seasonally high
or the level of excess reserves relative to the 25 percent boundaryin New York
banks was seasonally low, or (ii) when unexpectedshocks (domestic or international) occurred in conjunction with a regular seasonal drain of currencyout of New
York. An indicatorof unexpected shocks in the system is the size of unexpected
declines in excess reserves of New Yorkbanks. An indicatorof the importanceof
internationalfactors in generatingdomestic crises is the spreadbetween short-term
interestrates in the IJnitedStates and in England. A large negative excess reserve
shock or a large negative spreadat times when seasonal demand for currencywas
high would make crises more likely to occur.
The credit-businesscycle theory,on the otherhand, suggests thata high degree of
leverage combined with low business profits or a large spread between domestic
short-termand long-term interest rates should unveil a situation when the probability of crises was high. In its modern version it suggests that cyclical indicators
should help to discern when crises are more likely to occur. The monetarytheory of
crises predictsthat contractions(both expected and unexpected)in the money stock
as well as unexpecteddrops in the deposit-to-currency(D/C) ratio reveal economic
conditions conducive to crises. Finally, the bubble theory of crises indicates that
abnormalvolatility in stock returnsoccurringin conjunctionwith high volatility in
the spreadbetween short-termand long-terminterestrates is a leading indicatorfor
situationsof high probabilityof crises.
Since all these variables belonged to agents' informationset, they should have
been able to determinewhen the probabilityof crises was high. In addition, those
hypothesesthatindicatethatcrises are more likely to occur duringa particularphase
of the seasonal or the business cycle suggest thata high probabilityof crisis must be
predictableon the basis of seasonal or cyclical indicators.Finally, if the same generating mechanism was at work in each episode, no crisis should be betterpredicted
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than the others using the available information.The rest of the paper is devoted to
verifying all these conjectures.
2. THE DATA

The data available for the National Banking Era (1864-1914) is heterogeneous
and less than satisfactoryin several respects. First, most financial series measure
monthly averages, or averagesover the last week of the month or even averagesof
the high and low for a month. This creates aggregationproblems similar to those
discussed by Working(1960). Second, the monetaryaggregatesreportedin the traditional sources undergosubstantialdefinitionalchanges over the periodunderconsideration.Third,manyvariablesthatcould be used to gauge the stateof "fundamentals"
or of the business cycle are available only at a quarterlyor yearly frequency (for
example, the business failure series). Therefore, determining the merits of the
credit-business cycle theory, in particular,requires the use of debatable proxy
.

.

.

ndlcators.

I have compiled monthly series, attemptingto assemble the highest quality data
availableunder the same definition. I chose a monthly frequencyfor two reasons.
First, monthly data are continuouslyavailablefor the 1880-1914 period. Second, a
monthis not too large a time span when comparedwith the length of a typical crisis.
Also, because the quality of the data deterioratessubstantiallybefore 1880, I decided to concentratethe analysis on the 1880-1914 period.
U.S. interestratedatais takenfrom Macaulay(1938) and measuresmonthlyaverages of daily figures. The call money rate is the renewalrate at the NYSE desk and
refers to loans made for an indefiniteperiod of time subject to recalls with twentyfour-hoursnotice and requiringcollateral to be deposited at the bank issuing the
loan. Since renewalrates tend to be less volatile thanthe new rates, this series is not
necessarily a good indicatorof the true marketconditions. The bond rate measures
monthly averages of daily rates for an index of high-qualitydebt instrumentswith
maturitiesof twenty years or more. The bonds includedin the index and their maturities vary over time but the high quality of the instrumentsremainsthroughoutthe
sample. The commercial paper rate is the averagerate on "choice 60-90-day twoname paper" and pertains to high quality short-termpromissory notes.2 Data on
pig iron production, used here as a proxy for cyclical indicators, also comes from
Macaulayand measuresdaily averagesin thousandsof gross tons.
There are several sources for stock price data. Macaulayprovides monthly averages of daily figures for the index numberof the prices of railroadstocks weighted
by the number of shares outstanding at the beginning of the year. However, the
stock marketdata he reportsfor the period 1914,8- 1914,11 is dubiousbecause the
stock marketwas closed duringthatperiod. Cowles (1939) providesa monthlyaverage of the high and low of a value-weightedindex of the prices of all stocks actively
tradedon the New York Stock Exchange and monthly averagesof value-weighted
2. The commercial rate is not very indicative of the conditions existing during crises because that
marketwas completely inactive when crises occurred.However, the flatteningor the reversalof the yield
curve in the months precedinga crisis may have provideduseful information.
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sectorialprice indices (includingrailroad,industrial,and steel stocks). Finally, Dow
Jones provides a daily price-weightedindex of stock prices from 1889 to 1915. Data
from 1889 to 1895 includes eighteen railroadsand two industrialstocks, while data
after 1895 reportsthe averageprice of twenty railroadstocks. I sampledDow Jones
data at the end of the month to constructthe correspondingmonthly series. Dow
Jones also provides a daily series on the tradingvolume of the New YorkStock Exchange. However, since this series startsonly in 1897, it cannotbe used to gauge the
volatility of the marketin the earlierperiods.
Additionalinformationon the performanceof individualstocks included in various indices and on the state of fundamentalsin the economy is hardto obtain. Priceearning ratios, dividends, and profits of the firms are available only at a yearly
frequency. The only indicators of the profitabilityof firms that are available at a
monthly frequency are the "Yield Expectations"series constructed by Cowles.
These series measurethe expected annualincome (estimatedeach month)per dollar
of securityvalue for various marketportfolios. The expected annualincome is computed as the productof the quantityof stock outstandingand four times the quarterly
rate last declared, unless the corporationannouncedthat a change in the rate was
going to be made or extra dividends were going to be paid, in which case the rate
was adjustedaccordingly.
Time series for useful banking variables can also be found in Macaulay.He reports the daily averages of the numberof bank clearings in and outside New York
City. To constructtime series for the end-of-the-monthamountof vault cash, deposits, loans and discounts of New Yorkbanks I resortedto issues of The Commercial
and Financial Chronicleand of The Banker'sMagazine.
Averages over the monthof high-poweredmoney (HPM) in circulationare taken
from various issues of the Reports to the Comptrollerof the Currencyand integrated, when missing, with those appearingin Andrew (1910). The HPM series
used here measures the amount of currencyin circulationand includes gold coins
and certificates, silver coins and certificates,Treasuryand U.S. notes, currencycertificates, and subsidiarysilver outside the Treasury.
Since data for the U.K. call rate is availableonly for the period 1889-1908, the
foreign interestrate series used here is a mixtureof the call money rate (1889- 1908)
and of the market rate for overnight loans charged by discount brokers' banks in
London (1909-1914). The bias introducedin the late part of the sample by this
splicing procedureis likely to be small in practicebecause both rates are of a very
short-termnatureand both are used in financingcallable loans. The sources of the
data are Palgrave Inglis (1910) up to 1908 and Goodhart(1972) afterwards.Since
the data refer to the quoted rate at the firstFridayof each month, I lagged the series
one period to constructa measureof internationalinterestrate spread.

OFCRISIS
3. A DEFINITION

A crucial step in examining the questions posed in the introductionis the provision of an appropriatedefinitionof a crisis and the constructionof a reasonabletime
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series characterizingthe events. Although there seems to be a broadconsensus on
the general features of crises, interestedauthorshave emphasizeddifferentaspects
of the phenomena. Mitchell (1913), for example defines financialcrises as the process of intense liquidationof credit. For Friedmanand Schwartz(1963) a financial
crisis is a situation where banks are forced to sell assets at a loss to replenish reserves; for Fisher (1933) and Minsky (1977) a financialcrisis is a sharpdecline in
stock prices following the forced sale of assets by overindebtedfirms;for Sprague
(1910) and Dewald (1972) a crisis is identifiedwith the suspension of the convertibility of deposits into currency.In general there need not be any coincidence between these various phenomena, but for the pre-1914 experience in the United
States stock marketcrashes and liquiditycrunchesall occurredsimultaneouslywith
bank runs and in some of these episodes convertibilitywas suspended. Therefore,
by adopting Jevons' (1884, p. 8) definition of crisis as "a rapid rise in the rate of
discount, a sudden flood of bankruptcies,and a fall in consols [prices], followed by
a rise," we cover the largestpossible set of occurrenceswhen abnormaldisturbances
hit financial markets.3According to this definition, the U.S. economy experienced
eight crises for the 1880-1914 period, approximatelyone every four years. The
startingdates for these events differ dependingon the source. Kemmerer(1910) reports 1884,6; 1890,9; 1893,5; 1899,12; 1901,5; 1903,3; 1907,10 (plus 1914,8).
Friedmanand Schwartzhave a slightly differentchronology with the first three crises startinga month before or after Kemmerer's.
There are two reasons for these chronological differences. First, some crises
lasted more than a month and the literaturedisagreeson the events precipitatingcrises. Second, some crises occurred between two months and it is difficult to pin
down the startingdate. To avoid spuriousresultsdue to a misspecificationof starting
dates, I generatetwo dummy series and examine the evidence with each of them. In
the first(denotedby Yl,), I assign a one to the monthwhen a crisis startsaccordingto
the earliest datareportedand a zero otherwise. In the other(denotedby Y2,),I assign
a one to the months when a crises was in progress and a zero otherwise. The two
series differ primarilyin the 1907 and 1914 episodes, since these crises lasted three
and five months, respectively.
There is also some disagreementon which episode should really be considereda
crisis. Sprague (1910), for example, lists only the 1893, the 1907, and the 1914
episodes as crises and catalogs the others as minor panics. Schwert (1989) adds the
stringencyof 1896,12 to the above list of crises. Even though a threatof bank runs
developed (see Sprague 1910), no unusualevent actually disturbedthe functioning
of financial and money marketsat this date. Finally, Gorton (1989), Calomiris and
Gorton (1991), and others have concentratedattention on those crises where the
convertibilityof deposits into currencywas suspended (that is, 1884, 1890, 1893,
1907) -orthreatened(1896). While this could be appropriatein testing theories of
bankingpanics, it is somewhat restrictivehere. Banking panics and the associated
3. This definitionof a crisis is recurrentin the early chronicles and in currentwork on financialcrises
(see, for example, Lauck 1907, Juglarand Thom 1915, and Eichengreenand Portes 1987).
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suspension of convertibilityare importantcomponentsof financialcrises, but they
are neither the sole determinantnor the unique object of an analysis designed to
predictperiodsof turmoilin financialmarkets.However, it turnsout thatnone of the
resultsI presenthere dependson which taxonomyis used. Thereforethe selection of
which episode is a relatively minorissue when comparedwith the choice of starting
dates.
4. THE ECONOMETRICPROCEDUREAND THE RESULTS

To examine the predictabilityof crises I evaluatethe performanceof probitmodels of the form:
pr(yit = l |x,, ,) = F(x,, ,)
where x, is a set of explanatoryvariablesbelonging to the informationset of agents
at t-l, ,13,is a vector of free parametersto be estimated,F is the cumulativenormal
distributionfunctionandYi,is the dummycrisis series, i = 1,2; 0 ' t ' T. Estimates
for the ,13isare found by recursivelymaximizingthe log likelihood function
L, =

F(xj2j) +

2
{Yij=

1, jst}

[1-F(XjXj)]

2
{Yij=O,

(1)

j't}

for each t. Recursive estimates are used here because they mimic the estimates that
agents could have obtained at each t if the probittechniquewere availableto them.
The "in-sample"fit of each model is formallyassessed with a Waldtest for the joint
significance of all the coefficients. Their forecasting ability is evaluated using six
statistics (Brier quadratic probability score (QPS), a global calibration statistic
(GBS), the averagelikelihood statistic(AL), the numberof incorrectcases (INCORRECT), and type I and II errorsand a plot of the estimatedrecursiveprobabilityof
the event that actually occurred, that is, a plot of wi, = Pr[yi, = yi,|x,,t,], i = 1,2;
O ' t ' T, where ,13,sare the recursivemaximizersof (1) and Yi,is either a zero or a
one.
The QPS and GBS statistics that have been used in the literatureon scoring
leading indicators [see, for example, Diebold and Rudebush(1989)] measure, respectively, the closeness, on average, of predictedprobabilitiesand actual realizations and the overall closeness of forecast probabilitiesand observed relative frequencies. They are given by QPS = T ,T=1 (p,-R,)2;

GBS = 2(P-R)2

where

P, is the probabilityforecast of a crisis, R, is the actualrealization,and P andR are
their unconditionalmeans. The two statistics are bounded between zero and two
with a zero correspondingto a streakof perfect forecasts.
The AL statistics is given by AL = 2 log (rET=I

°l ) where v, = y, -
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E(y,|x,, ,B,), E is an estimatorof the conditionalexpectation, v, = var(y,) and v is
the geometricaverageof v,, measuresthe (geometric)averagepredictiveprobability
of the model and is bounded between O and 1.
The numberof incorrectcases reportshow many times the model fails to predict
with at least 50 percent probability the events that actually occur. Therefore it
roughly measuresthe performanceof the models when a 50 percentcut-off probability rule is used. A concentrationof incorrectcases at crisis dates indicates a substantialfailure of the model.
The last two statistics(TypeI and II errors)measure,respectivelyandon average,
probabilityof a crisis not occurringwhen it actuallydid occur (averageconditional
probabilityof missing the signal) and the probabilityof a crisis occurringwhen a
crisis did not occur (average conditionalprobabilityof a false alarm). Finally, the
plots of recursiveprobabilityhave a simple and intuitiveinterpretation:if the model
forecasts appropriately,the time series plotted should always be close to 1. A value
close to zero at some t indicatesthe presenceof an event not capturedby the model
(outlier). A clustering of outliers at crisis dates suggest that the model is poor in
forecasting crises.
TableI reportsthe resultsobtainedwith the "best"model specificationfor each of
the four theories.4In model 1, which reportsthe resultsfor the agricultural-seasonal
hypothesis, x, includes a constant and three lags of the spreadbetween the United
States and the United Kingdom call rate (Spread2),of the excess cash reserves of
New Yorkbanks (relative to the 25 percent level) (Excash), and of the unexpected
numberof clearings in New York(ClearNY). In model 2, which reportsthe results
for the credit-businesscycle hypothesis, xt includes a constantand three lags of the
spreadbetween the bond and the commercialrate (Spreadl), of the level of excess
loans of New Yorkbanks relative to their trend (Loans), and of returnson a valueweighted portfolio of railroadsecurities (Return).The first two variablesproxy for
overindebtnessand the last one for expected business profits. Model 3, which reports the results for the monetaristtheory, includes as explanatoryvariablesa constant, three lags of unexpectedmovements in the money supply (Money), and three
lags of unexpected movements in the deposit to currencyratio (DC). Unexpected
movements are constructed by taking the residuals of univariateAR(13) regressions. In model 4, which reportsthe results for the bubble hypothesis, xt includes a
constant, three lags of the volatility of the spreadbetween the bond and the call rate
(VolSP), of the volatility of returnson a value-weight portfolio of railroadstocks
(VolRet), and of the trading volume in the New York Stock Exchange (Volume).
Recursive measuresof volatility are computedas the absolutevalue of the residuals
of a recursiveautoregressionof the variableunderconsiderationon thirteenlags and
twelve seasonal dummies [as in Schwert (1989)]. Finally, model 5 presentsthe performance of a "naive" forecasting model, that is, a model which assigns a zero
probabilityto a crisis event at all t. This model, which is the analog of a random
4. Several combinationsof variableswere tried in orderto determinethe best model specificationfor
each theoryand to examine the robustnessof the conclusions. The estimationresultsfrom all these specifications are availableon requestfrom the author.

TABLE 1
RECURSIVE
PROBIT
ESTIMATION
SAMPLE
1881,4-1914,12
Crises I

Constant
Spread2(-1)
Spread2(-2)
Spread2(-3)
Excash(-1)
Excash(-2)
Excash(-3)
ClearNY(-1)
ClearNY(-2)
ClearNY(-3)
Constant
Return(-1)
Return(-2)
Return(-3)
Loansf-1)
Loansf-2)
Loansf-3)
Spreadlf-1)
Spreadlf-2)
Spread1(-3)
Constant
Money(-1)
Money(-3)
DC(-2)
DCf-3)

VolRctt 3)
Volume(-1)
Volumef-2)
Volumef-3)

- 1.680
-0.040
0.010
0.010
-0.010
-0.001
-0.005
-0.8E-7
0.7E-5
-0.4E-5

(-4.40)
(-0.40)
(0.15)
(0.23)
(-0.91)
(-0.08)
(-0.35)
(-0.10)
(0.95)
(-0.54)
-2.350
-0.002
-0.003
0.008
-0.008
0.003
0-004
0.229
-0.449
0.092

(-9.83)
(-0.95)
(-0.78)
(2.30) *
(-1.23)
(0.31)
(0.61)
(0.71)
(-1.00)
(0.28)
-2.350
-0 014

(- 10.69)
(-2 20)*

-0.002

(-0.42)

-24 43°
8.91

67)
(0.79)

(-1

TABLE1 (Continued)
cnsesI
x2(9) p-value
QPS
GBS
AL
Incorrect
Type I
Type II

0.46
0.036

0.53
0.040
0.014
0.918
8
0.023
0.081

o.99

0.038
0.014
0.903
8
0.024
0.844

0.009

0.921
8
0.020
0.799

Cnses 2

Constant
Spread2(-1)
Spread2(-2)
Spread2(-3)
Excash(-1 )
Excash(-2)
Excash(-3)
ClearNY(-1 )
ClearNY(-2)
ClearNY(-3)
Constant
Return(-1 )
Return(-2)
Return(-3)
LoansF-1 )
LoansF-2)
LoansF-3)
SpreadlF-1)
SpreadlF-2)
SpreadlF-3)
Constant
Money(-1 )
Money(-2)
Money(-3)
DCF-1)
DCF-2)
DCF-38

-3.31)
(1.79)
-1.07)
(0.39)
(2.40
(0.13)
-0.63)

- 1.280
0.110

-0.080
0.020
-0.040
0.002
-0.009

-0.7E-S
0. 2E-S
-0. 1E-4

(

-

-0.91)

(0.28)
-2.00
4.261
-0.009

-0.002
0.009
0.001

-0.002
0.005

-0.566
0.605
-0.435

(0.23)
(2.31)*
(-0.56)
(2.51)*
(0.21)
(-0.73)
(0.81)
(- 1.85)
(1.28)
(-1.39)
- 1.900

0.003
0.0008
-0.001

-16.15
- 18.18
-9.51

(- 13.68)
(0.92)
(0.21)
(-0.37)
(-1.58)
(- 1.73)
(- 1.02)

TABLE 1 (Continued)
Crises 2

Constant
VolSP(- 1)
VolSP(-2)
VolSP(-3)
VolRetf-1)
VolRetF-2)
VolRetF-3)
VolumeF-1)
VolumeF-2)
VolumeF-3)
p-value
QPS
GBS
AL
Incorrect
Type I
Type II

X2(9)

0.12
0.048
0.023
0.884
12
0.039
0.458

0.06
0.059
0.005
0.900
12
0.035
0.593

0.63
0.068
0.017
0.864
15
0.045
0.675

NOTES:QPS is the Brier quadraticprobabilityscore, GBS is the global calibrationscore, AL is the (geometric)average likelihood, Incorrectcases giv
occurredwith less than .5 probability,type I is the averageprobabilityof a false alarm, type II is the averageprobabilityof missing the signal. t-statisti
long term railroadbonds and the commercialpaperrate. Spread2is the difference between the U.S. call rate and the U.K. call rate. Returnis the month
into accountcash dividend payments)computedusing Cowles data. VolRet and VolSP measurethevolatility of returnsandof the spreadbetween the call
refersto the excess cash reserves of New York banks (relativeto the 25% level), ClearNYto the unexpectednumberof clearingsin New York, Loans to
Money to unexpectedmovements in the money supply and DC to unexpectedmovementsin the deposit to currencyratio. Crisis 1 is a dummy series with
with a 1 when a crisis is in progress.
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1.

EtecursiveProbabilityPlots

walk in standardforecasting exercises is used as a benchmarkto gauge the performance of more structuralmodels. Figure 1 contains recursiveprobabilityplots for
models 1 through4. The panels on the left refer to the first cnsis series, the panels
on the right to the second crisis series. Crisis dates are markedby vertical bars.
The results contained in Table I and in Figure 1 indicate that the agriculturalseasonal hypothesis, the credit-businesscycle hypothesisand the monetaryhypothesis are all unsuccessful in predictingcrises. Abnormallyhigh stock returnsthree
months ahead and unexpected movements in the money supply or in cash reserves
two months aheadhave some explanatorypower for the probabilityof crisis but they
do not predict future events with sufficientprecision. The overall fit of these three
models, as measuredby QPS GBS, and AL, is reasonable.Model 3 is slightly supenor when the firstcrisis series is used while the perforrnanceis more mixed when
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the second crisis series is used. This reasonableforecasting performanceis, however, entirely concentratedat noncrisis dates. While the probabilityof a false alarm
is very small (2-3 percent),all threemodels fail to predictevery crisis in the sample
with at least 50 percentprobability,and the averageprobabilityof missing the signal
is around80 percent.
The bubble theory seems to be more successful in explaining and predictingthe
occurrenceof crises. Abnormallyhigh volatility in stock returnsand high volatility
in the domestic interestrate spreadlead crises by three months and one month, respectively, and the model predicts the occurrenceof the 1884 and the 1901 crises
with at least 50 percent probability.Both crises were associated with exceptional
stock marketdisturbancesdue to sales of U.S. securitiesby Britishfinancialinstitutions (see Sprague, pp. 108-13 and Friedmanand Schwartz, pp. 100-101) and to
the collapse of NorthernPacific stock (see Friedmanand Schwartz, p. 149). In all
other episodes, however, the predictiveability of the model is very low.
The visual superiorityof model 4 which emerges from Figure 1 is also supported
by a formal examinationof its predictive ability. Model 4 is betteraccordingto all
but one forecasting diagnostic. It has the lowest QPS, the highest AL, the lowest
number of incorrect cases, and the second lowest GBS statistic. In addition, the
averageprobabilityof missing the signal drops below 70 percent.
Since the firsttwo theoriespredictthatcrises are more likely to occur at particular
points of the seasonal and of the business cycle, it is worthwhileto examine whether
the predictive content of the first two models improves when specific seasonal and
cyclical indicators are used. Table 2 presents the results obtained when the regressors are (i) either seasonal dummies or (ii) the seasonal componentsof excess
cash reserves (Excash Seas), of the deposit to currencyratio (DC Seas), of the number of clearings in New York (ClearNY Seas), and of the internationalspreadbetween short-termrates (Spreadl Seas) or (iii) the cyclical components of pig iron
production(Pigiron Cyc) and of the spreadbetween the bond and the commercial
rates (Spread2Cyc). The seasonal componentof each series is constructedby taking
the predictedvalue of a regressionof the series on twelve dummies. Cyclical components are computed as the residuals of a regressionof the detrendedlevel of the
variableson twelve seasonal dummies.5
I find that the probabilityof crises is seasonal. For both crisis series several dummies are significantand the ones for May and August have the highest explanatory
power. However, the predictive ability of a seasonal dummy model is low (except
perhapsfor the 1884 crisis). A similarresult holds when the seasonal componentof
the excess cash reserves in New Yorkbanks, of the deposit-to-currencyratio, of the
numberof clearings in New York, and of the internationalinterestrate spreadsare
used as independentvariables in the regression. When I examine the explanatory
power of cyclical indicatorsTable2 reveals that only the cyclical componentof the
5. I also constructedthe seasonal and the cyclical componentsof the series using frequencydomain
maskingof the Fouriertransformof the series. Also, in place of pig iron production,I have examinedthe
performanceof a model where the industrialproductionseries recentlyconstructedby Mironand Romer
(1990) is used. The results producedwere very similar and thereforeomitted.
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TABLE 2
RECURSIVE
PROBIT
ESTIMATION:
SEASONAL
DUMMIES,
SEASONAL
ANDCYCLICAL
COMPONENTS
SAMPLE
1880,1-1914,12
Crises 1

December

-7.94 ( -0.52) .

BlcasASeas ( - 3}

1 57 ( -4 60)*

0 0(873 ( 0 65)

Constant

Sprelid3Cyc ( 3}

0 07

(0 08}

-0 01

-0* 16)

x2 (o) p-value

OoOoO3052

0-078

0 038

GBS

0.005

08.9°149

8o901838

IncorrectCases

0

0 8°50

0 °844

O79l8

0.053
,20°8°99
0 034
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spread lagged three months is significantfor the second crisis series. None of the
cyclical componentsis significantfor the firstcrisis series and the forecastingability
of this model is very unsatisfactory.
To furtherexamine the merits of the seasonal hypothesis I also checked whether
the level of either the D/C ratio or the excess cash reserves of New Yorkbanks or
their unexpected movements (constructedas the recursive residuals of univariate
AR(13) regressions) in a particularmonth of the year are importantin explaining
movements in the probabilityof crises. I find that there is a monthly specific effect
in the D/C ratio but that the forecastingability of all models used is poor.
Fromthe resultsobtainedso far severalconclusions can be drawn.First, thereare
variables that are significantin revealing economic conditions conducive to crises.
Second, while the seasonal cycle may have some role in explainingthe probability
of crises, all the cyclical indicatorsI used provideno informationon the probability
of a crisis. Third, the earliest signs for the presence of those disturbancesthat may
lead to crises appearin the level of stock marketreturnsand their volatility.Fourth,
since measuresof recursive volatility of the spreadof domestic interestrates show
abnormalbehaviorin at least two crises, the resultscontradictthe findingof Gorton
(1989) that crises were systematic, in the sense that a set of statisticalrelationships
need not hold at every date in the sample. Fifth, since in none of the regressions
performeddoes the D/C ratio, its unexpectedmovements, or its seasonal component act as a leading indicatorfor crises, it is unlikely that crises were induced by
runs on banks. Rather,bank runs seemed to be the endogenousoutcome of a fall in
public confidence following the outburstof a crisis. Finally, the evidence also suggests that crises were not all statisticallyalike and that theirgenerationmechanisms
differed. While some crises were predictable, in other occasions no variable was
capable of explaining or predictingthe degenerationof stringencies into financial
crises. This last result, however, may obtain simply because there are only few crisis dates in a sample with 408 observations(8 or 15 dependingon what crises series
is used). That is, models may be unable to predictoutliers simply because outliers
with similar featuresare too infrequentin the sample.
To overcome this problem I employ an alternativeforecasting technique, originally developed in durationanalysis (see Lancaster1979) and recently popularized
in macroeconomics by Diebold and Rudebush (1990). The basic element of the
technique is the hazardfunction of the data which measuresthe conditionalprobability that a crisis occurs at t, given that it has not exploded earlierand that the last
crisis ended t-s periods ago. Therefore, the hazardfunction provides a convenient
tool to determine whether crises could have been predicted using the information
containedin the historicalspans of time elapsed between crises.
The derivativeof the hazardfunctionwith respectto time providesa formalmeasure of the durationdependenceof the phenomena. If the hazardfunction displays
positive duration dependence, the probabilitythat a crisis will explode increases
with the length of time elapsed from the last crisis. If the hazardfunction displays
no durationdependence(that is, if the derivativeof the hazardfunctionwith respect
to time is constant),the spells of time between crises have no pattern,and the infor-
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mation contained in the spells cannot be used to forecast when the next crisis will
occur. By conditioningon the minimumdurationof a spell, we can also reexamine
the seasonal and the cyclical theory of crises from an alternativepoint of view. If
positive durationdependenceemerges once we conditionon a minimumdurationof
twelve or, say, twenty-fourto sixty months, this constitutesevidence thatcrises may
have been seasonal or cyclical in nature.To test if the hazardfunctiondisplays any
duration dependence, I employ a nonparametrictechnique developed by Shapiro
and Wilk (1972) and modifiedby Stephens(1983) to accountfor the minimumduration of the spells. The techniqueis powerfulsince an exact small sampledistribution
exists even for sampleswith only threeobservations.Thereforeinferenceis not conditional on unwarrantedasymptoticstatements.
Table 3 repoxtsthe p-values of the tes* when the hazardfunction is constructed
recursively.That is, for each q = 4, . . . 8, the test assesses if the informationcontained in the previous q-l spells helps to predictwhen the next crisis will occur. In
all but one case and for both crisis series, the null hypothesis of no-durationdependence is not rejected. Only when we condition on the informationthat there
must be a twenty-eight-monthor longer minimumdelay between crises, is the hypothesis of no-duration-dependencerejected. Particularlysignificantand consistent
with previous results is the nonrejection of the null hypothesis of no-durationdependence when the minimum durationis assumed to be twelve months. Therefore, even though the probabilityof crises may be seasonal, this informationis not
useful to forecast any of the last five crises in the sample.
Finally, I addressthe question of whetheragents, endowed with the econometric
techniquesused in the paper, could have avoided wealth losses associated with crises. Considerfor this purposethe following simple 50 percentcut-off rule to guide
poxtfolioinvestments:if the probabilityof a crisis is less than50 percent, invest 100
percent of wealth in risky assets. If the probabilityof a crisis is greaterthan 50 percent, invest 100 percent of wealth in riskless assets. With this portfolio strategy,
agents would have been able to cut their losses only in the 1884 and 1901 crises
using model 4. To quantifythe gains obtained from this strategyit is necessary to
have a measure of the riskless rate. Given the structureof financialmarketsof the
period such a ratedoes not appearto exist. The time rateis the closest substituteof a
riskless rate and it is used here as a benchmarkriskless asset. Over the 1880-1914
period, the average expost excess returnof a strategy that switches from a stock
market index to time deposits when a crisis is predicted with at least 50 percent
probabilityrelative to a buy-and-holdstrategyin a stock marketindex would have
been 0.03 percent.7This excess returnis minuscule when compared, for example,
6. The values of the table are linearlyinterpolatedfrom the tables of Shapiroand Wilk. Since there is
evidence that seasonal indicatorsmay help to explain the probabilityof crisis, it may be possible that the
hazardfunction shifts with the season makingthe analysis invalid. I am unableto verify this hypothesis,
since, once I condition on the season, there are less than three observationsper cell and the Shapiroand
Wilk test cannot be applied. However, in a regressionof the durationson seasonal dummies, none of the
coefficients on the dummies was significant.
7. The magnitudeof the gains is robustand independentof which of the three availablerates (time,
commercial, or bond rate) is used in the calculation.
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TABLE 3
1880,1-1914,12
SAMPLE
OFCRISES;
DEPENDENCE
TESTSFORDURATION
NONPARAMETRIC
Crises 2

Crises I
value

p-value

value

p-value

0.4352
0.4540
0.3930
0.3272

0.5661
0.3324
0.2495
0.1546

0.4417
0.4149
0.3557
0.2931

0.5434
0.2692
0.1974
0.1029

Shapiro and Wilk W
Stephens WW( = 2)
Stephens WW( = 4)
Stephens WW(y = 6)
Stephens WW( = 8)

0.2557
0.2761
0.2427
0.2094
0.1767

0.4180
0.3045
0.2139
0.1484
0.0777

0.2764
0.2687
0.2359
0.2033
0.1713

0.4753
0.2943
0.2226
0.1346
0.0622

q= 6
Shapiro and Wilk W
Stephens WW( = 2)
Stephens WW( = 4)
Stephens WW(^y= 6)
Stephens WW( - 10)

0.2025
0.2066
0.1867
0.1670
0.1293

0.4111
0.2828
0.2031
0.1567
0.075

0.2204
0.2091
0.1887
0.1687
0.1302

0.4933
0.2984
0.2247
0.1651
0.0810

q= 7
Shapiro and Wilk W
Stephens WEV( = 2)
Stephens WW( = 4)
Stephens WW( = 6)
Stephens WW( = 12)
Stephens WW(^y= 28)

0.2017
0.1965
0.1807
0.1652
0.1206
0.0372

0.5331
0.3923
0.3315
0.2901
0.1114
0.0000

0.2228
0.2045
0.1878
0.1713
0.1239
0.0358

0.5872
0.4095
0.3437
0.3172
0.1284
0.0001

q= 8
Shapiro and Wilk W
Stephens WW(y = 2)
Stephens WW( = 4)
Stephens WW( = 6)
Stephens WW( = 12)
Stephens WW( = 28)

0.20Q1
0.1812
0.1799
0.1489
0.1112
0.0265

0.5065
0.3642
0.3298
0.2880
0.1321
0.0020

0.2076
0.1998
0.1812
0.1656
0.1078
0.0406

0.5258
0.3945
0.3402
0.3005
0.1114
0.0021

q= 4
Shapiro and Wilk W
Stephens WW( = 2)
Stephens WW(^y= 4)
Stephens WW( = 6)
q = S

NOTE:The Shapiro and Wilk W statistic is computed for each q as W = ((

1)_2

where x =

'=1 ', a2 =

i=l ( i I

and where Xj are the ordered durations between crises. The Stephens WW statistic is computed as: WW(
(7= l (Xi-y))2
q[(q + }) Xjq=l (Xj-y)2-(jq=l

)

= sO)=

where sOis the minimumduration x- are the orderedstatisticsand q iS an index numbering
(Xj-y))2]

iS the numberof spells used to predictwhen the qth crisis will occur). Crisis I is a dummyseries with a I when a crisis
the durations(q-I
is in progress. Crisis 2 is a dummy series with a I when a crisis is in progress.

with the average costs of bank failures during crises as reported,for example, by
Calomirisand Gorton(1991). Although more conservativecut-off probabilities(for
example, switch when a probabilityof a crisis is 10 percent) would certainlyyield
more favorableresultsas the loss functionbecomes more asymmetric,it is clear that
the unpredictablenatureof financialcrises casts doubts on the ability of simple investment strategiesto shield agents living in the NationalBanking Era from wealth
losses associated with crises.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper empirically investigates the nature of financial crises in the United
States for the period 1880-1914. It is shown that there were variables known to
agents one month before the explosion of a crisis that were significantin explaining
the economic conditions conducive to crises, that the probabilityof crises was seasonal, and that business cycle events had little effect on the probabilityof crises.
Despite these "in-sample"findings, the out-of-sample forecasting ability of every
model examined was poor. The only exception was a model includingmeasuresof
volatility of financialaggregatesas independentvariablesthatpredictedthat in 1884
and 1901 the crises with at least 50 percentprobability.
Several conclusions can be drawnfrom this study. First, movements in financial
variables typically associated with money market stringency and financial market
weakness (an increase in short-terminterest rates, a drop in asset prices, a sharp
reductionin banks'excess cash reserves)appearto be relevantto predictsome of the
crises in the sample. On at least two occasions agents could have avoided some of
the wealth losses using availableinformationand simple forecastingrules. In the six
otheroccasions, however, the signals given by financialand monetarymarketswere
not sufficientto accuratelypredictthe outburstof a crisis. To explain these episodes
one thereforehas to rely on the occurrenceof an extraordinaryevent not capturedby
the forecasting model or on the presence of self-fulfilling expectations. Second,
while measuresof financialmarketvolatility are useful in predictingtwo crises, in
no occasion do variationsin the deposit-to-currencyratio act as a leading indicator
for crises. Therefore, it unlikely that bank runs "caused"financialcrises. Instead,
bank runs were probablythe endogenous outcome of severe disturbancesin financial markets.Third, given the various degree of predictabilityof differentcrises, it
is unlikely that the mechanism generatingthe eight crises in the sample was the
same.
Two caveats need to be mentionedbefore embracingthese conclusions. One concerns the natureof the data. The monthly average series that are available are not
entirely appropriatebecause they tend to smooth out those outliers that could be
useful in predictingthe occurrenceof crises. Ideally, in conductingthese exercises
one would like to have point-in-timedata for all the series.
The second concern involves the sampling interval used. A month may be too
long an intervalof time to predictthe occurrenceof certaincrises. Since the earlier
crises included in the sample lasted less than a month, the samplingof the variables
of interestmay be too infrequentto producean adequateforecastingmodel. A study
using weekly data is thereforenecessary to cross-validatethe conclusions obtained
in this paper.
:;
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